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exportasdm

A new task “exportasdm “ is  being developed for CASA 
scheduled for 

patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1, ticket CAS-1795), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2, ticket CAS-2060).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  
    for science and other purposes  → version 2

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data → version 2

⇒ exportasdm mostly a back-end to the simulator for ALMA
                                           (but it is also an MS verifier!, see last slide ...)
exportasdm is not:

- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, just simulated ones   
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool
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exportasdm implementation timeline

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

9 Dec 09: Finish detailed design and Python coding for version 1. Start implementation.

21 Dec 09: Meet with Michel Caillat and Francois Viallefond 

11 Jan 10: Archive team provides all test data with a description of expected output.

1 Feb 10: Finish preliminary implementation. Start unit testing.

8 Feb 10: Hand over task version 1 to archive team for final testing.

15 Feb 10:   Release of exportasdm to ALMA-internal users.

Apr 2010: Release of exportasdm version 1 in CASA patch 3.0.1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

June 10:       Finish requirements for version 2 of exportasdm and start coding

Jul 2010:      Release of exportasdm version 2 in CASA release 3.1
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exportasdm  version 1 design

Exportasdm data flow version 1

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

with some stub refs.
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exportasdm  version 1 design

Exportasdm data flow version 1

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

uid://A/B/C

A = archive id 
(starts with S for sims.)

B = range id
(manual bookkeeping)

C = assigned by exportasdm
       (running hex number) 

with some stub refs.
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exportasdm version 1 design

Exportasdm data flow version 1

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

originally thought that
some tables would be
written by the link tool
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exportasdm version 1 design

Exportasdm data flow version 1

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

with some stub refs.
Now all tables are 
written here.
Just some references
remain stubs.
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The ASDM tables (model version 1.52 class names)

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

Visibilties
    MainTable (+binary)
Observation Layout (➙APDM)
    ExecBlockTable
    SbSummaryTable
Setup/History
    AlmaRadiometerTable
    AnnotationTable
    AntennaTable
    BeamTable
    ConfigDescriptionTable
    CorrelatorModeTable
    DataDescriptionTable
    DelayModelTable
    DopplerTable
    EphemerisTable
    FeedTable
    FieldTable
    FlagCmdTable
    FocusModelTable
    FocusTable
    FreqOffsetTable
    GainTrackingTable

Calibration
    CalAmpliTable
    CalAtmosphereTable
    CalBandpassTable
    CalCurveTable
    CalDataTable
    CalDelayTable
    CalDeviceTable
    CalFluxTable
    CalFocusModelTable
    CalFocusTable
    CalGainTable
    CalHolographyTable
    CalPhaseTable
    CalPointingModelTable
    CalPointingTable
    CalPositionTable
    CalPrimaryBeamTable
    CalReductionTable
    CalSeeingTable
    CalWVRTable
Total
    61 Tables   

Setup/History (ctnd.)
    HistoryTable
    HolographyTable
    ObservationTable
    PointingModelTable
    PointingTable (+binary)
    PolarizationTable
    ProcessorTable
    ReceiverTable
    ScanTable
    SeeingTable
    SourceTable
    SpectralWindowTable
    SquareLawDetectorTable
    StateTable
    StationTable
    SubscanTable
    SwitchCycleTable
    SysCalTable
    TotalPowerTable
    WeatherTable
    WVMCalTable 
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exportasdm version 1 design

 - Tables needed for a minimal ASDM:

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

Main 

Main binary 

ConfigDescription 

Field 

Station

Antenna 

State 

ExecBlock (some refs. to be
   completed by linkAPDM2ASDM)

Feed 

DataDescription 

Processor 

SwitchCycle 

Station 

SBSummary (some refs. to be completed by
 linkAPDM2ASDM)

Receiver 

SpectralWindow 

Polarization 

CorrelatorMode 

Scan 

SubScan 

 - Additional ASDM tables filled by version 1:

PointingModel, Pointing (binary), Source
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm” 
(tool method “ms.toasdm()” abandoned to keep xmlcasa independent of libalma)

 - new task “exportasdm” calls MS2asdm (just like importasdm calls asdm2MS)

   

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

MS2asdm(parameters)

exportasdm(parameters)

MS2ASDM(MeasurementSet)

ASDM

MS2ASDM::writeASDM(parameters)

executes

calls

creates

instantiates
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

Table writing order inside writeASDM():
writeStation()
writeAntenna()
writeSpectralWindow()
writeSource()
writePolarization()
writeProcessor()
writeField()
writeReceiver()
writeFeed()
writeDataDescription()
writeSwitchCycle()
writeState()
writeSysCal()
writeConfigDescription()
writeSBSummaryAndExecBlockStubs()
writeMainAndScanAndSubScan(datacolumn)
writePointingModel()
writePointing()

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

 - Tables writing order:
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

Table writing order inside writeASDM():
writeStation()
writeAntenna()
writeSpectralWindow()
writeSource()
writePolarization()
writeProcessor()
writeField()
writeReceiver()
writeFeed()
writeDataDescription()
writeSwitchCycle()
writeState()
writeSysCal()
writeConfigDescription()

➜ writeSBSummaryAndExecBlockStubs()
➜ writeMainAndScanAndSubScan(datacolumn)

writePointingModel()
writePointing()

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

 - Tables writing order:
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

ASDM contains detailed observation layout information:
- “SBSummary”, columns: 

sbSummaryUID, projectUID, obsUnitSetId, frequency, frequencyBand, 
sbType, sbDuration, centerDirection, numObservingMode, observingMode, numberRepeats, 
numScienceGoal, scienceGoal, numWeatherConstraint, weatherConstraint

- “ExecBlock”, columns:
startTime, endTime, execBlockNum, execBlockUID, projectId, configName, telescopeName,
observerName, observingLog, sessionReference, sbSummary, schedulerMode, baseRangeMin,
baseRangeMax, baseRmsMinor, baseRmsMajor, basePa, siteAltitude, siteLongitude, siteLatitude, 
aborted, numAntenna, antennaId, sBSummaryTag

Problem: not or not explicitly contained in the MS

Possible solutions:
   A) User provides detailed layout of the observation in the input parameters
       (pro: general solution, con: tedious for the user)
   B) User provides few basic observation layout parameters

and software tries to determine observation layout from the data 
       (pro: easy for the user, con: does not work in all cases) 

Implemented in exportasdm version 1:  solution B

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

 - Tables writing order:
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

In exportasdm version 1:
   User provides to basic observation layout parameters:

maximum subscan duration, maximum SB duration
and software tries to determine observation layout from the data 

     Input parameters: “subscanduration” and “sbduration”
     Assumptions: 1) only one execblock at any time 
     2) all scheduling blocks have the same duration

3) only one SPW per MS observation ID (true for simulations) 

“SBSummary”, columns: magenta = set to preliminary values, reset later by linkAPDM2ASDM
sbSummaryUID, projectUID, obsUnitSetId, frequency, frequencyBand, 
sbType, sbDuration, centerDirection, numObservingMode, observingMode, numberRepeats, 
numScienceGoal, scienceGoal, numWeatherConstraint, weatherConstraint

“ExecBlock”, columns: 
startTime, endTime, execBlockNum, execBlockUID, projectId, configName, telescopeName,
observerName, observingLog, sessionReference, sbSummary, schedulerMode, baseRangeMin,
baseRangeMax, baseRmsMinor, baseRmsMajor, basePa, siteAltitude, siteLongitude, siteLatitude, 
aborted, numAntenna, antennaId, sBSummaryTag

 

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

 - Tables writing order:
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

Having created the SBSummary and ExecBlock tables, the ExecBlocks are defined.
Problem: How to split the data into Scans and SubScans?
Solution: have map  ExecBlock Start Timestamp ➡ ExecBlockID
Algorithm implemented in writeMainAndScanAndSubScan(datacolumn):
    // loop over main table
    //   asdmExecBlockId_p(time()(mainTabRow)) defined?
    //   if so, a new exec block has started
    //         set up new exec block
    //         set scanNumber to 1
    //         set subscanNumber to 1
    //   while(scan not finished, i.e. end time not reached and not EOF )
    //      find all DDIds in the time between now and now+subscanduration or until Scan ends
    //        and memorize their start rows
    //      for each DDId found
    //           find all FieldIds in the time between now and now+subscanduration or until Scan ends
    //           for each FieldId
    //              Construct subscan == SDMDataObject
    //                 using the ConfigDescription table row asdmConfigDescriptionId_p(startRow)
    //              and write it
    //              write corresponding Main table row and subscan table row
    //              subscanNumber++
    //           end for
    //      end for
    //      next mainTabRow 
    //   end while
    //   write scan table row; scanNumber++
    // end loop (i.e. next main table row)  
    

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

 - Tables writing order:
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

 Task user interface (output of “help exportasdm”):

   

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

Convert a CASA visibility file (MS) into an ALMA Science Data Model

  Keyword arguments:
  vis -- MS name, default: none

  asdm -- Name of output ASDM file (directory),  default: none; example: asdm='ExecBlock3'

  datacolumn -- specifies which of the MS data columns (DATA, CORRECTED_DATA, or
                      MODEL_DATA) should be used as the visibilities in the ASDM, default: DATA
  archiveid -- the X0 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>,  default: "S0"

  rangeid -- the X1 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>, default: "X1"

  subscanduration -- maximum duration of a subscan in the output ASDM, default: "24h"

  sbduration -- maximum duration of a scheduling block in the output ASDM, default: "2700s"

  apcorrected -- If true, the data in column datacolumn will be marked
                 as having atmospheric phase correction, default: True

  verbose     -- produce log output, default: True

  showversion -- report the version of the ASDM class set, default: True

Convert a CASA visibility file (MS) into an ALMA Science Data Model

  Keyword arguments:
  vis       -- MS name,
               default: none

  asdm -- Name of output ASDM file (directory),
          default: none; example: asdm='ExecBlock3'

  datacolumn -- specifies which of the MS data columns (DATA,
           CORRECTED_DATA, or MODEL_DATA) should be used as the
           visibilities in the ASDM, default: DATA

  archiveid -- the X0 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>
               default: "S0"

  rangeid -- the X1 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>
               default: "X1"

  verbose     -- produce log output, default: True

  showversion -- report the version of the ASDM class set, 
               default: True
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exportasdm version 1 implementation

 Task user interface (output of “help exportasdm”):

   

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
   

Convert a CASA visibility file (MS) into an ALMA Science Data Model

  Keyword arguments:
  vis -- MS name, default: none

  asdm -- Name of output ASDM file (directory),  default: none; example: asdm='ExecBlock3'

  datacolumn -- specifies which of the MS data columns (DATA, CORRECTED_DATA, or
                      MODEL_DATA) should be used as the visibilities in the ASDM, default: DATA
  archiveid -- the X0 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>,  default: "S0"

  rangeid -- the X1 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>, default: "X1"

  subscanduration -- maximum duration of a subscan in the output ASDM, default: "24h"

  sbduration -- maximum duration of a scheduling block in the output ASDM, default: "2700s"

  apcorrected -- If true, the data in column datacolumn will be marked
                 as having atmospheric phase correction, default: True

  verbose     -- produce log output, default: True

  showversion -- report the version of the ASDM class set, default: True

Convert a CASA visibility file (MS) into an ALMA Science Data Model

  Keyword arguments:
  vis       -- MS name,
               default: none

  asdm -- Name of output ASDM file (directory),
          default: none; example: asdm='ExecBlock3'

  datacolumn -- specifies which of the MS data columns (DATA,
           CORRECTED_DATA, or MODEL_DATA) should be used as the
           visibilities in the ASDM, default: DATA

  archiveid -- the X0 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>
               default: "S0"

  rangeid -- the X1 in uid://X0/X1/X<running>
               default: "X1"

  verbose     -- produce log output, default: True

  showversion -- report the version of the ASDM class set, 
               default: True
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exportasdm version 1: archive work

linkAPDM2ASDM script under development (A. Wiecenec)

Found potential problem: Simulator declares each scan a new observation

Next step:  verify agreement of ASDM structure

   “real” ASDM   +  APDM                                    simdata input

compare ASDM       MS

Delays due to heavy load on A. Wiecenec because of archive problems in Chile

ARC Science archive installed a few weeks ago, ready for testing.

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
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exportasdm version 1: experience so far

exportasdm is also a verifier

a) for the MS

    Dissecting an MS and turning it into an ASDM 
        == detailed analysis of the MS 

     JIVE people managed to find problems in their MS generator using exportasdm

b) for the ASDM

    - exportasdm (i.e. the MS2ASDM class) so far the only use of ASDM C++ library
== first practical test of the library

    - having to translate from MS to ASDM
       == detailed analysis of the ASDM tables which have counterparts in the MS
    
    Results so far:
      - ASDM did not have a time reference frame entry (correction still under discussion)
      - a few minor bugs found in the ASDM library
      - one correction to the ASDM SysCal Table (column data type change)

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
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exportasdm version 2

exportasdm version 2 “to do” list (CAS-2060):

- Update design document
- More testing, in particular 

 - make unit test perform xml schema verification
 - complete loop:   ASDM   →  MS   →  ASDM    →  MS (CAS-2160)

          analysis 1      analysis 2
                                                
- Add History and Weather tables
- Improvement of the time and position handling to better fill Measure Reference 
  information (also necessary in importasdm)
     Need to wait for conclusion of ongoing discussion about where the 
     time reference frame information will be stored in the ASDM. 
- Fill scan intent information from MS State Table into ASDM Scan Table
- Verify the MS Syscal Table information is properly transferred into the ASDM

Last two points, to be useful for the pipeline group, will need improvement of
the simulator to fill the State and Syscal Table. 

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

compare
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 (see also the design document attached to the JIRA ticket CAS-1795, and CAS-2060)

- want to produce ASDM Cal tables from CASA Cal tables? If so, how?

  The ASDM presently contains a place holder table, CalGain, for the calibration 
  results obtained in CASA. This table may not be well designed for that intent because 
  F. Viallefond never got feed-back from the CASA specialists of the calibration scheme. 
  F.V. wishes very much to have this feed-back to properly design the ASDM table(s) for
  the calibration results obtained with CASA.

- discuss if and how to enable putting simulated WVR data in an ASDM

- discuss if and how to enable putting user-reduced data into the ALMA archive
  via exportasdm

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

 - new class MS2ASDM in the “alma” module of casa (non-core)

 - new standalone executable “MS2asdm”

 - new task “exportasdm” calls “
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Possible exportasdm data flow version 3

A new task “exportasdm “ is to be developed for CASA scheduled for 
patch release 3.0.1 (exportasdm version 1), 
full version in release 3.1 (exportasdm version 2).

The three main use cases are:

1) enable tests of the archive with simulated data    → version 1

2) store simulated data permanently in the archive  → version 1
    for science and other purposes

3) enable tests of the online pipeline with simulated data 

⇒ exportasdm ≈ backend to the simulator

exportasdm is not:
- required to turn any MS into a correct ASDM, but just benign cases
- including a tool to submit ASDMs to the archive; that's a separate tool

  with some stub refs.  
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